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Fender fa-100 dreadnought acoustic guitar

One of my very first guitars was a Fender acoustic when I was 8 years old. Most of my guitar-playing foundation was put on a beginner Fender acoustic guitar like the Fender FA-100. Fender is a great, well-known name in the guitar industry. They have been around since the late 1930s and although their roots are in electric guitar, they have been in the
acoustic guitar business for decades. All this to say that it is a reliable brand that has stood the test of time. So what about the Fender FA-100 beginner acoustic guitar? Allow me to share my view of this entry-level guitar with you. Fender's Beginner Acoustics While you're shopping for a beginner acoustic guitar, you'll come across the Fender name quite a bit.
They are guaranteed in every music store you enter (and if they are not there... leave that store!). They have over 50 different beginner guitars under $500! Each has its own unique specs that distinguish them, but the Fender FA-100 is their most basic, lowest price option. That's not to say it's a bad option, but this one definitely deserves the name entry level
guitar. Playing the Fender FA-100 When you pick up the Fender FA-100, you immediately notice that it is a full-size guitar - which is an excellent option to start with, even for young players. There's a reason Fender only makes a 3/4 size guitar – they're just not worth it in most cases. One of the other things you'll probably notice right away is the price tag under $150! Good news if you don't have much extra money or if you're not sure if this guitar fascination is just a fad. What does the Fender FA-100 sound like? As a basic, entry-level guitar, you shouldn't expect too much of the sound. Even still, in the hands of an experienced guitarist and with a new set of strings, I believe that any guitar can sound
incredible. For most novice guitarist, sound quality is hard to notice between beginner guitars. The Fender FA-100 is built with a laminate Spruce top (which is typical for almost any acoustic guitar) and Basswood back and sides. What this means is that you sacrifice a little sound quality to save a good amount of money (solid wooden guitars quickly become
expensive). All in all, the sound you get from the Fender FA-100 acoustic guitar should be satisfying enough for anyone who has never played guitar. I know that's not a rave review, but hey, it's less than $150 for goodness sake! How does the FA-100 feel? As I said before, the Fender FA-100 is a full-sized guitar that can feel a big big one in the hands of a
child. Don't let that discourage you, though - they'll grow into it! In guitar terms, this particular body is known as a dreadnaught. That's just a style of acoustic guitar, and one of the most popular at that. When you play the FA-100 Acoustically you should be able to push your fingers down to the fretboard pretty easily. This is the playability and for an entry-level
guitar it's actually not that bad. The closer the strings are to the fretboard, the easier to play. The good news is that the strings on the Fender FA-100 are close to the ferret - the bad news is that some buyers have complained that they are also occasionally buzzing (which happens when the strings hit the frets by accident). There are ways to fix this, but for a
budding guitarist it's probably the easiest to ignore. The Fender Package What's great about buying a beginner guitar is that companies like Fender know that buyers more than likely don't have any of the accessories they probably need on the go. Things like strings, picks, a belt or a suitcase. So with the Fender FA-100 Acoustic Guitar Pack you not only get
the acoustic guitar, you also get a few other things as part of the package deal: Padded Gig Bag: ideal for traveling or just safe to keep Electric Tuner: a tuner is indispensable for a novice guitarist... and it easily clips on the guitar! Picks: These are not expensive, but you often lose these, so it's good to have extra strings: they will break. And if they don't, you
want to change them after a few months of hard play. Belt: I personally like to sit down when I play, but when you perform you need the band. All these things are absolutely necessary for the novice guitarist, so instead of buying them separately you get it for free! (well... kind of) Fender FA-100 Pros vs Cons So to summarize most of what I've already covered
in this review of the Fender FA-100, here are the pros and cons of this beginner acoustic guitar: Pros: Affordable: one of the cheapest beginner guitars you will find (that's worth buying, at least) Full Size: this is not a half size or 3/4 size guitar, this is a full-size dreadnaught acoustic guitar. Package: Comes with gig bag, picks and a very useful electronic tuner.
You'll be glad you have these, believe me. Playability: I've learned on a Fender, so I'm not knocking - it's just the cost of a lower price So there you have it. And if you need to see it to believe it, watch this video below to hear the Fender FA-100 in action. A great option for those who want a taste of acoustic guitars without investing too much hard-earned cash!
Image not available forColour: Fender FA-100 Dreadnought Acoustic Guitar - Natural Bundle with Gig Bag, Tuner, Strings, Strap and PicksAustin Bazaar is an authorized Fender dealer. Bazaar adds value to your purchase and bundles your instrument with the necessary accessories. Everything you need to play right away comes in one box. Save yourself
the hassle and save money while you're at it. A gig bag is included so you can pack your instrument safely away when you're on the go. A user-friendly clip-on tuner is included, so you can keep your instrument informed. A belt is included so you can practice or perform better even while getting up. Strings are included, so you have extra for later. Picks are
included so you start playing right out of the box. Full-size dreadnought body for full and vibrant tone, suitable for all styles of musicRosewood bridge with offset synthetic bone saddleLamined spruce top with X bracing20-fret key with dot inlaysChrome hardwareFender FA-100 Acoustic Guitar offers great Fender sound and tremendous value to all. A world of
acoustic delight begins here - a rich-sounding dreadnought acoustic guitar with a spruce top with X bracing for full and resonant sound, body binding, exclusive Fender headstock shape, Fender pickguard, smoothly playing 20-fret hardwood key, rosewood bridge with compensated saddle, forward belt button with internal block amplification, chrome and
hardware. Spruce is the standard modern tonewood for moderating the tops of acoustic guitars and other acoustic instruments - few woods can beat its power, clarity and dynamic range, and it responds well to any acoustic playing style, from hard strumming to fast flatpicking to delicate fingerpicking. PRODUCT SPECSBody: Laminated Spruce Top with
Basswood Back and SidesBody Finish: GlossFingerBoard: Laminated HardwoodHardware Finish: ChromeNeck Finish: GlossPickguard: 1-Ply BlackPosition Inlays: Pearloid DotsBody Shape: DreadnoughtNeck Material: MapleNeck Shape: C ShapeScale: 25.3 (643 mm)Fingerboard Radius: 11.81 (300 mm)Num of Frets: 20Fret Size: Vintage-StyleString Nut:
Synthetic BoneNut Width: 1,650 (42 mm)Truss Rod: Dual-ActionBridge: Rosewood with Compensated SaddleTuning Machines : Die-CastStrings: Fender Dura-Tone 880L (.012-.052 Gauge)Unique Features: Exclusive Fender Headstock Shape, Fender Traditional Bridge, Fender Pickguard, Factory Mounted Forward Strap Button with Internal Block
Reinforcement, Gig Bag, Dot Position Inlays, and Multiple Body Bindings Fender FA-100 Dreadnought Acoustic Guitar - NaturalAustin Bazaar is an authorized Fender dealer. Austin Bazaar adds value to your purchase and bundles your instrument with the necessary accessories. Everything you need to play right away comes in one box. Save yourself the
hassle and save some money while you're at it. Full-size dreadnought body for full and vibrant tone, suitable for all styles of musicRosewood bridge with offset synthetic bone saddleLaminated spruce top with X bracing20-fret key with dot inlaysChrome hardwareFender FA-100 Acoustic Guitar offers great Fender sound and value for everyone. A world of
acoustic pleasure begins here -- a rich-sounding sounding Acoustic guitar with a spruce top with X bracing for full and resonant sound, body binding, exclusive Fender headstock shape, Fender pickguard, smooth-playing 20-fret hardwood key, rosewood bridge with offset saddle, forward tire button with internal block amplification, and chrome hardware.
Spruce is the standard modern tonewood for moderating the tops of acoustic guitars and other acoustic instruments - few woods can beat its power, clarity and dynamic range, and it responds well to any acoustic playing style, from hard strumming to fast flatpicking to delicate fingerpicking. Body: Laminated Spruce Top with Basswood Back and SidesBody
Finish: GlossFingerBoard: Laminated HardwoodHardware Finish: ChromeNeck Finish: GlossPickguard: 1-Ply BlackPosition Inlays: Pearloid DotsBody Shape: DreadnoughtNeck Material: MapleNeck Shape: C Shape LengthScale: 25.5 3 (64 3 mm)Fingerboard Radius: 11.81 (300 mm)Num of Frets: 20Fret Size: Vintage-StyleString Nut: Synthetic BoneNut
Width: 1,650 (42 mm)Truss Rod: Dual-ActionBridge: Rosewood with Compensated SaddleTuning Machines : Die-CastStrings : Fender Dura-Tone 880L (.012-.052 Gauge)Unique features: Exclusive Fender Headstock Shape, Fender Traditional Bridge, Fender Pickguard, Factory Mounted Forward Strap Button with Internal Block Strengthening, Point Position
Inlay and Multiple Body Binding Bindings
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